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ABSTRACT
Robot is the main part of flexible manufacturing system. Robotics is the vast field in which we can easily calculate the joint
angles and position vectors of robot up to 3 degree of freedom. But in case of 6-arm robot to find joint angles and position
vectors we need robotics toolbox in matlab. In this paper we find the position vectors of robot by forward kinematics and joint
angles by inverse kinematics in matlab with the help of robotic toolbox.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Robotics tool box is developed by Peter I. Corke CSIRO Manufacturing Science and Technology Pullenvale,
AUSTRALIA, 4069 in year 2002. Robotics toolbox released in mat lab 7.1 provides many functions which are useful in
robotics including kinematics, dynamics, and trajectory generation etc [7]. The Toolbox is useful for simulation as well
as for analysing the results of experiments with real robots. The Toolbox is representing the kinematics and dynamics
of robot manipulators [14]. Robot objects can be created by the user for any robot manipulator and a number of
examples are provided for learning like Puma 560 and Stanford arm. The Toolbox also provides homogeneous
transformations and unit-quaternions which are necessary to represent 3-dimensional positions and orientation of robot.
With the help of robotics toolbox in matlab we can find out our data in which we have given the different angels and
for which we get the different position vectors [19].
The inverse kinematics (IK) problem for a robot manipulator is to ﬁnd the values of the joint angles given in the
position and orientation of the end-effector relative to the base. There are many solutions to solve the inverse
kinematics problem, such as geometric, algebraic, and numerical hit and trial, iterative, FABRIC methods [20]. The
inverse kinematics solution is a major problem in robotic research area.

Figure 1 Relationship between Forward and Inverse kinematics
The conversion of the position and orientation of the robot manipulator end-effector from Cartesian space to joint space
is called inverse kinematics problem. This relationship between forward and inverse kinematics is illustrated in Fig. 1.
There are traditional methods to find inverse and forward such as algebraic solutions, geometric solutions and iterative
solutions. However, these methods are time-consuming and suffer from numerical problems. Furthermore, if the joint
structure of robot manipulator is more complex, inverse kinematics solution also is more difficult [13].
D-H parameters given by Denavit Hartenberg in 1955 who give as position vectors of robot manipulator at various joint
angles [19]. Serdar Kucuk and Zafer Bingul gives the introduction of Forward and Inverse Kinematics of robot
manipulator December 2006 in this paper he introduce D-H parameter [1]. On the basis of DH parameter in 2008
Sreenivas Tegomurtula, Subhas Kak gives Inverse kinematics of robotics by using neural network at same time
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Srinivasan Alavandar, M.J. Nigam gives Nero fuzzy based approach for inverse kinematics solution of industrial robot
manipulator Inverse kinematics solution for robot manipulator based on neural network joint subspace given by Y
Feng, W.Yao-Nan & Y. Yi-min in 2012. Artificial neural network solution for planer parallel manipulator passing
through the similar configuration given by Ammar H Elsheikh, Ezzat A Shoaib and Elwahed M Asar in 2013.

2. FORWARD AND INVERSE KINEMATICS OF SIX ARM ROBOT
In this paper we are using six link robot shown in fig. 2. In order to find relation between first link and last link we
fixed the base (first link). This can be obtained from the description of the coordinate transformations between the
coordinate frames attached to all the links and forming the overall description in a recursive manner. For this purpose,
the position and orientation of the rigid body is useful for obtaining the composition of coordinate transformations
between the consecutive frames. As a first step, this method is to be derived to define the relative position and
orientation of two successive links. The problem is to define two frames attached to two successive links and make the
coordinate transformation between them. It is convenient to set some rules for the definition of the link frames
[3,6,8,12].

Figure 2 A six arm Robot
The DH parameters corresponding to this six arm robot manipulator are shown in Table 1. Here θi is the joint angle, di
is joint offset, ai is link length, and αi is the twist angle. The limits of each of the joint angles have also been given in
the table and these limits are also used in the matlab programming. The Denavit- Hartenberg (DH) convention and
methodology is used to derive its forward kinematics [1,17].
Table 1: D-H Parameters

The process of calculating the position and orientation of the end effectors with given joint angles is called Forward
Kinematics analysis. Forward Kinematics equations are generated from the Transformation matrixes and the forward
kinematics solution of the arm is the product of these six matrices identified as 0T6 with respect to base as shown in
equation no.1. The first three columns in the matrices represent the orientation of the end effectors, whereas the last
column represents the position of the end effectors normal orientation and approach matrix [7, 15].
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(1)
Compare the normal orientation and approach matrix with homogenous transformation matrix. The manual solution of
this matrix is difficult and the chances of increment of error is high. Same method is used on matlab in the term of
programming with the help of robotics tool box, which is developed by Peter I. Corke CSIRO Manufacturing Science
and Technology Pullenvale, AUSTRALIA, 4069 in year 2002 [7].

3.FORWARD AND INVERSE KINEMATICS OF SIX ARM ROBOT WITH THE HELP OF
ROBOTICS TOOLBOX IN MATLAB
Forward and inverse of robot can be done with the help of robotics tool box which has been made by Peter I. Corke
CSIRO Manufacturing Science and Technology Pullenvale, AUSTRALIA, 4069 in year 2002. First write start up_rvc
on the screen of matlab toolbox and start the robotics toolbox [7,17]. Make a program according to your motion and DH parameter showing above table no.1.The Toolbox provides functions for manipulating and converting the data types
such as in Table no. 2. Given below the ten joint angle matrix and their corresponding ten position vectors for each
input are shown [1].
Table 2: Input Joint Angles

Joint angle of any robot shows the current position of a robot at any certain position according to the DH parameter and
every robot joint have fixed joint limits. We can change the joint angle and corresponding output will change according
to the given input. If your given input crosses the limit forward kinematics is possible but inverse kinematics is not
possible. It means the output is not real. Some positions of robot are shown in Fig. 3 according to given angle.
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Figure 3 (a-j) Different Positions of Robot in 3-D
The output or position vectors of the robot according to the given joint angles are given in Table no. 3
Table 3: Output or position vectors of the robot corresponding to ten joint angles
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Similarly if we use position vectors as input then similar joint angles can be obtained as output in inverse kinematics
and we get again same joint angle show in table no. 4.
Table 4: Output or position vectors of the robot corresponding to ten joint angles

4. RESULT AND CONCLUSION
In this paper, we considered the forward and inverse kinematics in six arm robot manipulator. We have presented
different methods for finding multiple solutions for a given end-effector position (as in the example like algebraic,
geometrical FABRIC etc). All methods show end effector position but it is limited to 2 or 3 degree of freedom system of
robot. But forward and inverse kinematics of robot with the help of robotics tool box in mat lab is able to find end
effector positions of large number of degree of freedom system of robot. In this we find end effector positions of six arm
or six degree of freedom robot.by this method we can also find the position of intermediate links position vectors as
well as joint angles at any position of robot. By using this method we can also make three dimensional view of robot,
and also control the time, movement of robot of initial position to end position of end effector.

5. FUTURE SCOPE
Robotics tool box in mat lab is not only limited to forward and inverse kinematics of robot by which we can make
controller of robot, can calculate link length and link weight, link momentum, link velocity, maximum limits of robot
etc the data come from robotics tool box you can validate in different tools of mat lab like artificial neural network
(ANN), articulated neuro fuzzy interference system(ANFIS) etc.
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